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It’s that time of year again when many of us are taking stock in our individual and team performances 
for 2011. For many, this past year was better than the previous few years but not quite back to the glory 
days for the recruiting world. Despite the fact that we are putting more time in, getting the latest 
training available, and using the best tools, we seem to be working harder and harder to make the same 
number of placements we did in 2007. Puzzled recruiters are asking, “What has changed?  Is there a way 
to get back the magic of yesteryears when job orders were plentiful and send outs resulted in solid 
placements?”  

The answer lies in the numbers. Do you know what your numbers or metrics tell you? 

In order to get to the top of your game in any revenue-oriented position, there are three types of 
metrics that need to be tracked and studied. All are equally critical in evaluating performance and 
providing insight. Without information on all three, it is not possible to determine what really needs to 
be done to increase production. The recruiting mantra we hear all the time is “get on the phone more 
and make more calls.”  This is a good place to start; however, most of the time, more phone calls will 
only give you more activity. Without taking a look at all the total picture, the data will render limited 
information. 

What Three Metrics Are Significant for Reaching Your Recruiting Potential? 

The metrics that you need to pay attention to are: 1) Quantity Metrics (activity), 2) Quality Metrics 
(results) and 3) Critical Ratios. If you monitor and focus on mastering each, you will be well on your way 
to reaching your potential. And quickly. 

Quantity Metrics 

Quantity metrics are important because they let you know if you have enough “volume” of business on 
the go to be successful. Recruiting is a numbers game and since most of us are not meeting people face 
to face every day, we need to track weekly activity numbers such as phone time, number of calls, 
number of conversations, number of marketing presentations, and recruiting presentations to assess 
our performance. We measure the volume of each these activities not to simply tell us how much effort 
we put in but rather to develop a basis of information that can be used for evaluation. We need the data 
to determine how we are tracking to our goals. Do we have enough activity on the go to achieve our 
goals? Do we see trends in our activity numbers that will hinder our progress? What do we need to do 
to increase our numbers and chances for success? If the quantity metrics are on target, the next area to 
review is the quality metrics. 

Quality Metrics 

Quality metrics tell us how good we are at the activities that we do, and they are equally important for a 
valid assessment of recruiting performance. The quality metrics are the results: they reveal what we are 
achieving from the volume of activity that is being done. The results are what really matters. Recruiters 
need to measure specific results on weekly basis: A) quality candidates recruited, B) job orders, C) send 
outs, D) placements, E) dollars billed and F) cash in. Results metrics are often the more interesting as 
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they typically have a direct impact on the money that you make. There are many offices and recruiters 
that look at these metrics alone and make adjustments based on the outcome they experience. This can 
help to re-align focus and effort temporarily but it does not provide the complete data needed to really 
improve performance long term. If your activity levels are strong and your quality metrics indicate good 
results, the remaining metric to take a look for performance improvement is the overall ratios.  

Ratios 

Having a true understanding of the ratios and what story they tell is the one key element that can make 
an impact on performance immediately and raise the level of your game over night. This holds true for 
the million-dollar producer and the newbie in the industry still learning the phone system. The ratios tie 
together the activity with the quality of your performance and tell you how good you are at what you do 
in each specific area. Any they don’t ever lie. I am still surprised by how many recruiters and managers 
alike do not have a solid understanding of how critical these numbers are and what they really mean, or 
more importantly how they are linked directly to overall performance improvement.  

There are five critical ratios that should be evaluated for every recruiter. They will tell us how much a 
recruiter’s time is worth, how good they are at marketing, how good they are at recruiting, the quality of 
the job orders they take, and how well their matching skills are on their job orders. They ratios are as 
follows: 

$/CT:  Dollar Billed/Per Connect Time Hour Ratio 
 

This ratio outlines what your time is worth for every hour you spend on the phone.  
Every hour you waste during critical selling time, you are actually losing this designated 
amount of income. A recruiter who spends 17 hours of phone time per week and bills 
$300,000 will average around $340.00 per connect time hour. Any amount below $300 
per hour needs attention, and any amount averaging above $500.00 per hour is very 
good. 

 

CAP/QC Candidate Presentations to Quality Candidate Ratio 

This ratio divulges how effective your recruiting presentation skills are in relation to 
gaining interest from candidates for the potential opportunities you present to them.   A 
high number (anything greater than 7/1) indicates a problem. The lower the ratio, the 
more effective you are at selling candidates on the jobs available. A high ratio in this 
area can also be a result of calling individuals who don't match your position. A good 
number to shoot for this ratio is 3/1.  

NMP/JO: New Marketing Presentation to Job Order Ratio 

This ratio informs us how good our skills are at marketing. The better we are at targeting 
the right people and delivering a strong marketing presentation, the better the ratio will 
be for obtaining good job orders. A good number to shoot for in this category is 5/1. The 
higher the volume of marketing presentations you do with a strong value proposition, 
the better this ratio will be. 

 



JO/PL:  Job Order to Placement Ratio 

This ratio tells us about the quality of job orders you take and a little about delivery 
skills. The lower this ratio is, the better the quality of job orders your organization takes. 
The goal is to work on solid job orders that will guarantee you a placement if qualified 
candidates are found. There can be several variables that affect the job 
order/placement ratio. The first is the overall quality of job order itself: Is it strong or is 
it weak? Others include the recruiter’s matching skills: are they able to qualify 
candidates and evaluate them in relation to the position requirements effectively?  Or, 
the delivery skill set: how good is the recruiter at delivering talent in the time allotted?  
Retained search firms’ ratios in this area run around 1.5/1 to 2/1. Contingency search 
firms hover in the 3/1 to 10/1 range. Retained firms should strive for a 1.25/1 ratio and   
contingency firms 5/1. 

SO/PL:  Send Out to Placement Ratio 

This ratio is extremely important, as it is the leading indicator that indicates the quality 
of work that you do overall as a recruiter or recruiting firm. A lower number suggests 
that you have great job orders to work on, set expectations with clients effectively, and 
have developed good matching/delivery skills. A good number to shoot for is 3/1 for 
both retained and contingent recruiters. 

The most important assessment tools available are the three types of metrics outlined above. 
Improvement requires having the ability to determine where the critical areas are that need attention, 
and understanding the ratios to define where further refinement is needed. 

Having the ability to reach your maximum recruiting potential requires a complete understanding and 
system for tracking each of the three types of metrics  In doing so, there are some rules of thumb to use 
for this:  

Rule one -- Volume first. Hitting the target volume of activity initially is priority. Only by achieving the 
appropriate level of activity, can one be assured of having enough time and volume in the market in 
order to have a CHANCE of being successful.    

Rule Two -- One at a time. Focus on hitting the weekly goal in one specific metric each week before 
moving on to the next. An example would be number of calls. Once you hit that metric consistently,   
move on to the next activity metric that needs to be improved. 

Rule Three -- Less is more. Some managers want to track every metric under the sun. Secondary metrics 
can possibly add some information to a company or individual profile but they also complicate matters. 
They often add layers of administration time and complexity, and lessen the focus on what is really 
important.  

If you have the capability of tracking the volume of activity (quantity metrics), the results of that activity 
(quality metrics), as well as the five important ratios that indicate overall strengths and weaknesses in all 
critical areas of recruiting performance, it is simply a matter of looking at the numbers and making 
adjustments based on what they are telling you. 

 



There are several methods available today that that make it easy for a recruiter or manager to track and 
summarize the data of all of the relevant activities and metrics. Whereas most of these tools provide a 
solid system for gathering numbers and interpretation, they are missing the business intelligence aspect. 
They tend to lack the most important function of having the ability to pinpoint specific areas of 
weakness and taking it to the next level with a plan and targeted solutions on how to achieve 

improvement immediately. Small tweaks in the ratios can lead to major increases in 
performance. 

To help recruiters reach their potential, he developed the RPM Dashboard, 
www.rpmdashboard.com. If you are serious about making the most of 2012 and achieving your 
maximum potential in recruiting, he strongly suggests taking a look at the RPM Dashboard 
System. Launched in September of 2010, the RPM Dashboard is a low-cost SAAS based solution 
for metrics and performance management -- a total revenue performance management system 
for the recruiting industry that allows offices and individuals to set goals, get a series of weekly 
dashboard views of performance metrics, and receive specific suggestions for immediate 
improvement of critical areas. It’s simple to implement, provides users with an exciting and easy 
to use interactive dashboard environment, and features specific suggestions for training and 
improvement that can make an immediate impact on the bottom line. Take a test drive at 
www.rpmdashboard.com  

 “Your past is not your potential. In any hour you can choose to liberate the 
future.” -Marilyn Ferguson  

 

Jon Bartos is a premier writer, speaker, and consultant on all aspects of human capital and achievement. As 
President and CEO of Jonathan Scott International, he has achieved industry-leading success. He is one of an elite 
group of executive recruiters who have billed over $1 million annually. In a 10-year period from 1999 to 2009, he 
cashed in over $10 million in personal production. Hehas established Jonathan Scott International as a top 10% 
executive search and contract staffing firm. The office has won over 17 international awards in the MRI Network, 
including International Billing Manager of the Year and Top 10 SC Office. He also competes nationally in Masters 
Track and Field and is a four time National Champion in the Pole Vault.  

If you or your organization is ready to take it to the next level, contact Jon at 513-701-5910 or jon@jonbartos.com.  
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